An -extendable path of a graph G is defined inductively as follows: every path is 0-extendable; a path is ( +1)-extendable if, for every finite S ⊆ V (G), it has an -extendable extension which covers S; a path is -extendable for a limit ordinal if it is -extendable for every ordinal < . Finally a path is ∞-extendable if it is -extendable for every ordinal . If a graph has an ∞-extendable path, then every countable set of its vertices is coverable by a (finite or infinite) path; in particular, if such a graph is countable then it has a Hamiltonian infinite path. We show that, for every graph G, there exists an ordinal < |G| + such that every -extendable path of G is ∞-extendable. The smallest of these ordinals is called the path-extendability rank of G. In this paper we study some properties of this ordinal. In particular we prove that the graphs for which almost all vertices have infinite degrees, and those whose thickness is finite and for which almost all vertices have finite degree, have a finite path-extendability rank. This gives partial answers to a problem of Nash-Williams
Introduction
A natural way to construct a Hamiltonian path, that is a path which contains all vertices, in a countably infinite graph G, is to take a finite path of G and to try to extend it as much as possible, and if possible ad infinitum, in order to cover all vertices of G. This is what was proposed by Nash-Williams [4] in 1970 in the way of a game between two players, White and Black. These two players move alternately. First White chooses a finite set S 1 of vertices of G, then Black tries to find a path P 1 of G which covers S 1 . Then White chooses another finite set S 2 of vertices, and Black tries to find an extension P 2 of P 1 which covers S 2 ; and so on. If this process can be repeated n times, then the graph G is said to be n-pathable ("narcable" in [4] ). Obviously, a countably infinite graph having a Hamiltonian infinite path is n-pathable for every positive integer n. The converse, however, remains an open problem. In fact Nash-Williams posed a stronger question: does there exist a positive integer n such that every n-pathable countably infinite graph has a Hamiltonian infinite path? Later, in an unpublished paper [5] , he gave a negative answer to this problem.
From this negative result arises the natural problem of determining if for a given class C of countably infinite graphs, there exists a positive integer (C) depending on some properties of the elements of C, such that every (C)-pathable element of C has a Hamiltonian infinite path. This is what we undertake in this paper. We obtain positive answers for two classes of graphs: the class of graphs for which almost all vertices have infinite degrees (Theorem 4.7), and the class of almost locally finite graphs whose maximum number of pairwise disjoint infinite paths is finite (Theorem 5.10).
We want to point out that the concepts we define in order to get our results, were inspired by the concepts of -automorphism and automorphism rank of a multirelation introduced by Fraissé [1, 2] .
Notation
The graphs we consider are undirected, without loops and multiple edges. If x ∈ V (G), the set N G (x) := {y ∈ V (G) : {x, y} ∈ E(G)} is the neighborhood of x in G, and its cardinality d G (x) is the degree of x. A graph is locally finite if each of its vertices has a finite degree, and it is almost locally finite if only finitely many of them have infinite degrees. For A ⊆ V (G) we denote by G[A] the subgraph of G induced by A, and we set G − A := G[V (G) − A]. The (connected) component of G which contains a vertex x is denoted by C G (x) . The union of a family (G i ) i∈I of graphs is the graph i∈I G i given by V ( i∈I G i ) = i∈I V (G i ) and E( i∈I G i ) = i∈I E(G i ). The intersection is defined similarly. If (G i ) i∈I is a family of subgraphs of a graph G, the subgraph of G induced by the union of this family will be denoted by i∈I G i .
A path P = x 0 , . . . , x n is a graph with V (P ) = {x 0 , . . . , x n }, x i = x j if i = j and E(P ) = {{x i , x i+1 } : 0 i < n}. A ray or one-way infinite path x 0 , x 1 , . . . and a double ray or two-way infinite path . . . , x −1 , x 0 , x 1 , . . . are defined similarly. A graph is rayless if it contains no ray. A path P = x 0 , . . . , x n is called an (x 0 , x n )-path, x 0 and x n are its endpoints, while the other vertices are called its internal vertices, n=|E(P )| is the length of P. If P and P are two (finite or infinite) paths such that P is a subgraph of P , then we will say that P is a subpath of P and that P is an extension of P, and we will write P ⊆ P . This relation will be called the extension relation. Throughout the text, unless stated otherwise, by an extension of a "finite" path we always mean a "finite" path. If x and y are two vertices of a path P, then we denote by P [x, y] the subpath of P whose endpoints are x and y. We will say that a path P covers a set S of vertices if an (A, B) -path of G is an (x, y)-path P of G such that V (P ) ∩ A = {x} and V (P ) ∩ B = {y}. Finally, the empty graph, i.e., the graph without any vertices, will be considered as a particular subgraph and especially as a path-the empty path-of any graph.
-Extendable paths
Definition 3.1. Let G be a graph. An -extendable path of G is defined inductively as follows:
• Every path is 0-extendable.
• A path P of G is ( + 1)-extendable if, for every finite S ⊆ V (G), there exists an -extendable extension of P in G which covers S.
• If is a limit ordinal, then a path of G is -extendable if it is -extendable for every ordinal < . Finally a path of G is ∞-extendable if it is -extendable for every ordinal .
More generally we will say that a ray or a double ray P is -extendable (resp. ∞-extendable) if every finite subpath of P is -extendable (resp. ∞-extendable).
For simplicity we will also say extendable for 1-extendable.
Definition 3.2. (i)
A graph G is -pathable (resp. ∞-pathable) if the empty path of G is -extendable (resp. ∞-extendable).
(ii) A graph G is countably path coverable if every countable subset of V (G) is covered by a (finite or infinite) path of G.
In other words, a graph G is -pathable (resp. ∞-pathable) if, for every ordinal < (resp. every ordinal ), every finite subset of V (G) can be covered by a -extendable path of G.
An infinite path (i.e., a ray or a double ray) in a countably infinite graph G is Hamiltonian if it covers V (G). So a countably infinite graph has a Hamiltonian infinite path (or simply a Hamiltonian path) if and only if it is countably path coverable.
We will also say that a path is strictly -extendable if it is -extendable but not ( + 1)-extendable, and that a graph is strictly -pathable if it is -pathable but not ( + 1)-pathable. Fig. 2 shows how to cover three successive finite sets of vertices of this graph. The path P 1 is a subpath of P 2 which is itself a subpath of P 3 , and each of these paths can be arbitrarily long. The following properties are obvious. Proof. Let (x n ) n< be a sequence of vertices of G such that S = {x n : n < }. Construct a sequence P 0 , P 1 , . . . of ∞-extendable paths of G such that, for every n, P n+1 is an extension of P n that covers x n . Put P 0 := P . Suppose that P 0 , . . . , P n have already been constructed. If x n ∈ V (P n ) put P n+1 := P n . Otherwise, since there are exactly |V (G)| paths in G, and since P n is ∞-extendable, there must exist an extension P n+1 of P n in G which covers x n , and which is -extendable for every ordinal , thus which is ∞-extendable. Therefore n< P n is a path of G which has the required properties.
So if a path P of a graph G is ∞-extendable, or more explicitly infinitely extendable, then, for every finite subset S 0 of V (G), P has an extension P 0 which covers S 0 and which itself, for every finite subset S 1 of V (G), has an extension P 1 which covers S 1 and which itself, and this ad infinitum.
Corollary 3.7.
If an infinite graph is ∞-pathable, then it is countably path coverable.
Proof. Let (x n ) n< be a sequence of distinct vertices of G. Using Lemma 3.6 we can easily construct a sequence P 0 , P 1 , . . . of ∞-extendable paths of G such that x n ∈ V (P n ) and P n ⊆ P n+1 for every n. Therefore n< P n is an infinite path of G that covers {x n : n < }.
Lemma 3.8. Any Hamiltonian path in a countably infinite graph is ∞-extendable.
Proof. Let P be a Hamiltonian path of a countably infinite graph G. Suppose that P is not ∞-extendable. We will construct a sequence S 0 , S 1 , . . . of finite subsets of V (G), a sequence P 0 , P 1 , . . . of subpaths of P, and a sequence 0 , 1 , . . . of ordinals such that n+1 < n , and P n is strictly n -extendable proper subpath of P n+1 that covers S n .
Since P is not ∞-extendable, there exists a (finite) subpath P 0 of P which is not ∞-extendable. Then P 0 is strictly 0 -extendable for some ordinal 0 . Put S 0 := V (P 0 ). Suppose that S 0 , . . . , S n , P 0 , . . . , P n and 0 , . . . , n have already been constructed. Since P n is strictly n -extendable, there exists a finite S n+1 ⊆ V (G) such that every path of G containing P n and covering S n+1 is not n -extendable. Note that n is positive because P n is a subpath of the Hamiltonian path P. Let P n+1 be a subpath of P that contains P n and covers S n+1 . Then P n+1 is strictly n+1 -extendable for some ordinal n+1 < n .
Therefore, ( n ) n< is a strictly decreasing infinite sequence of ordinals, which is impossible. Consequently P is ∞-extendable.
Proposition 3.9. A countable graph has a Hamiltonian path if and only if it is ∞-pathable.
Proof. If a countable graph is ∞-pathable, then it is countably path coverable by Corollary 3.7, and thus it has a Hamiltonian path. The converse is a consequence of Lemma 3.8.
Corollary 3.10. Let G be a graph such that almost all its vertices have finite degrees. Then G is ∞-pathable if and only if it is countably path coverable.
Proof. By Corollary 3.7 we only have to prove the sufficiency. Suppose that G is countably path coverable, and let V ∞ (G) be the set of its vertices of infinite degree. G is 1-pathable since it is countably path coverable. Hence, by Proposition 3.
is countable because its vertices have finite degrees. Therefore G itself is countable, and thus it is ∞-pathable by Proposition 3.9.
Remark 3.11. For uncountable graphs, the property of being "∞-pathable" seems to be stronger than that of being "countably path coverable". As a matter of fact, we were not able to prove or disprove the converse of Corollary 3.7 in the general case. These properties are clearly equivalent for complete graphs since any path of such graphs is then 1-extendable, thus ∞-extendable as we will show in Lemma 4.6. They are also equivalent for countable graphs by Proposition 3.9, and for every graph containing only finitely many vertices of infinite (resp. finite) degrees by Corollary 3.10 (resp. Theorem 4.7).
Path-extendability rank
Proposition 4.1. Let G be an infinite graph of cardinality . There exists an ordinal < + such that every -extendable path of G is ∞-extendable.
Proof. If a path P of G is not ∞-extendable, then it is strictly P -extendable for some ordinal P . Let := sup{ P : P path of G} that is not ∞-extendable and := + 1. Therefore any path of G which is -extendable is ∞-extendable.
Let < . We claim that = P for some path P of G. Suppose that this does not hold. Let be the least ordinal such that and = P for some path P of G. Such an ordinal exists by the definition of . Because P is strictly -extendable, there exists a finite S ⊆ V (G) such that no extension of P covering S is -extendable. By Definition 3.1, there exists a strictly -extendable extension of P that covers S, for some ordinal with < . This contradicts the minimality of . Thus, since there are atmost paths in G, the set of ordinals less than has cardinality at most . Hence < + .
Definition 4.2.
The smallest ordinal such that every -extendable path of G is ∞-extendable will be denoted by (G), and will be called the path-extendability rank of G. Proof. Assume that every -extendable path of G is ( + 1)-extendable. We will show that every -extendable path of G is ( + 1)-extendable for every ordinal . This is the assumption if = . Let . Suppose that this is true for every ordinal with < . Let P be a -extendable path of G and S a finite subset of V (G). If = + 1, then there exists a -extendable extension P of P that covers S. By the induction hypothesis, P is ( + 1)-extendable, i.e., -extendable, hence P is ( + 1)-extendable.
If is limit ordinal, then there exist a -extendable extension P of P that covers S for some , < . We claim that P is -extendable. Suppose that this is not true. Then P is strictly -extendable for some ordinal with < , but this is impossible since every -extendable path of G is ( + 1)-extendable by the induction hypothesis. Hence P is -extendable, and therefore P is ( + 1)-extendable.
Consequently every -extendable path of G is -extendable for every ordinal , thus is ∞-extendable. 
Lemma 4.6. Let G be an infinite graph and P a path of G. If every extension of P in G is extendable, then P is ∞-extendable.
Proof. Suppose that P is strictly -extendable for some ordinal . Construct a sequence P 0 , P 1 , . . . of paths and a sequence 0 , 1 , . . . of ordinals greater than 0 such that P n is a proper subpath of P n+1 , n+1 < n and P n is strictly n -extendable.
Let P 0 := P and 0 := . Suppose that P 0 , . . . , P n and 0 , . . . , n have already been constructed. Since P n is strictly n -extendable with n 1, there exists a finite S ⊆ V (G) such that every path of G containing P n and covering S is not n -extendable. Let P n+1 be one of these paths. Since P n+1 is not n -extendable, it is strictly n+1 -extendable for some ordinal n+1 < n with n+1 1 as every extension of P is extendable.
So we get an infinite strictly decreasing sequence ( n ) n< of ordinals, which is impossible. Therefore P is ∞-extendable. 
Proof. (a) Whether G is 2-pathable or countably path coverable, any cofinite induced subgraph of G has finitely many components with atmost two of them infinite. Let F be a non-empty finite subset of V (G) containing all vertices of finite degree and that we choose so that G − F has two infinite components if some cofinite induced subgraph of G has two infinite components. Then G − F has at most two components, both of which are infinite since all vertices of G − F have infinite degree. Let X 0 and X 1 be these components, with X 0 = X 1 if G − F has just one component. Assume that there exists a path P that covers F such that, for i = 0, 1, there is an endpoint x i of P that is adjacent to some vertex of X i , with
, by the choice of F and the properties of G, any cofinite induced subgraph of X i must be connected. Therefore every extension of P in G would be 1-extendable. Hence such a path P would be ∞-extendable by Lemma 4.6.
(b) Let P be a 2-extendable path. Then there exists an extendable extension P of P that covers F. Since this path is extendable, for i =0, 1, there is an endpoint of P that is adjacent to a vertex of X i . Therefore P is ∞-extendable by (a), which means that (G) 2.
(c) If G is ∞-pathable, then it is countably path coverable by Corollary 3.7. Conversely, suppose that G is countably path coverable. Let S be a finite subset of V (G). Then there exists an infinite path W of G that covers F ∪ S as well as an infinite subset of V (X i ) for i = 0, 1. Let P be a finite subpath of W that covers F ∪ S and such that, for i = 0, 1, one endpoint of P belongs to X i . Then, by (a), P is ∞-extendable, which proves that G is ∞-pathable.
An interesting case is the one of graphs whose path-extendability rank is 0. An infinite graph G with (G) = 0 is ∞-pathable, and any path of G is extendable to a ray or a double ray that covers any given countable set of vertices. In particular, if G is countably infinite, then any of its paths is a subpath of a Hamiltonian path of G. These countable graphs were almost characterized by Thomassen in [9] . In fact Thomassen characterized those countably infinite graphs for which any path is a subpath of a Hamiltonian double ray, and those for which any path starting with a given vertex is a subpath of a Hamiltonian ray originating at this vertex. In [9] these graphs were called semi-randomly 2-way Hamiltonian and semi-randomly Hamiltonian from a given vertex, respectively. We will characterize the (countable or uncountable) graphs having a path-extendability rank equal to 0. Unfortunately we cannot use Thomassen's arguments since most of them are only valid in the countable case. We will omit the proof of this result which is rather long, and which can be found in [7] .
Theorem 4.8. Let G be an infinite graph. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) (G) = 0. (
ii) For every path P of G and every countable subset S of V (G), there exists a ( finite or infinite) extension of P that covers S. (iii) G is a ray or a double ray or is infinitely connected.

Almost locally finite graphs
For the next results we need the concept of ends of a graph. We recall that the ends of a graph G are the classes of the equivalence relation ∼ G defined on the set of all rays of G by: R∼ G R if and only if there is a ray R whose intersections with R and R are infinite. If The cardinals m( ) and m(G) are called the thickness of and of G, respectively. Finally we will say that G is n-ended if it has exactly n ends.
First, we will recall two recent "negative" results.
Theorem 5.1 (Rullière and Thomassé [8]). For every integer n 2, there exists a oneended graph G whose maximum degree is 4 and thickness is 2n, and which is n-pathable but has no Hamiltonian path.
Theorem 5.2 (Rullière and Thomassé [8]). For every countable ordinal , there exists a one-ended graph G whose maximum degree is 4 and thickness is infinite, and which is -pathable but has no Hamiltonian path.
These results answer in the negative the question of the existence of a positive integer (resp. a countable ordinal) such that every locally finite graph G whose thickness is finite (resp. infinite) has a path-extendability rank (G)
. We will now give a positive answer to this question for each class of locally finite graphs whose thickness is a given positive integer.
Definition 5.3. (i) A 1-configuration on a set
A is a rooted labeled linear forest (i.e., whose components are paths) (H, a) with V (H ) = A and d H (a) 1. The vertex a is the root of the configuration. We will denote by 1 (p) the number of 1-configurations on a finite set of cardinality p.
(
ii) A 2-configuration (H, a, b) on a set A is a labeled linear forest with two roots a, b which belong to different components of H, such that V (H ) = A, d H (a) 1 and d H (b) 1.
The vertices a and b are the roots of the configuration. We will denote by 2 (p) the number of 2-configurations on a finite set of cardinality p.
(iii) A configuration on a set A is a 1-configuration or a 2-configuration on A. We will denote by (p) the number of configurations on a finite set of cardinality p.
Finally, we will denote by 0 (p) the number of labeled linear forests with p vertices. In the following result we give several formulas which can be useful to compute the different values of these numbers. Their proofs are straightforward, so we leave them to the reader.
Proposition 5.4. For any positive integer p we have:
(ii) The generating function for the numbers 0 
.
From now on, if S is a finite set of vertices of a graph G and if is an ordinal or is ∞ we will denote by E(S, ) the set of all -extendable paths of G that covers S and that are minimal with respect to the extension relation.
Lemma 5.5. Let G be a countably infinite graph. Let (S n ) n< be a strictly increasing sequence of finite subsets of V (G) whose union is V (G), and let p be a non-negative integer. If E(S n , p) is finite for every n < , then (G) p + 1.
Proof. (a) We first prove that, for every (p + 1)-extendable path P of G, and every n < such that V (P ) ⊆ S n , there exists an element of E(S n , p + 1) which extends P.
Let P be a (p + 1)-extendable path of G, and n < such that V (P ) ⊆ S n . Since P is (p + 1)-extendable, for every m n, there exists an element of E(S m , p) which extends P. Then, since E(S n , p) is finite, and since every element of E(S m , p) contains an element of E(S n , p), there exists an element P of E(S n , p) extending P such that, for every m n, some element of E(S m , p) contains P . By the properties of the sequence (S n ) n< , this implies that P is (p + 1)-extendable, hence that P ∈ E(S n , p + 1).
(b) Let P be a (p + 1)-extendable path of G. W.l.o.g. we can assume that V (P ) ⊆ S 0 . We will construct a sequence n 0 , n 1 , . . . of non-negative integers and a sequence P 0 , P 1 , . . . of paths of G such that P i+1 ∈ E(S n i , p + 1) and P i+1 is an extension of P i . Put n 0 = 0 and P 0 := P . Suppose that n 0 , . . . , n i and P 0 , . . . , P i have already been constructed. Let n i+1 be such that n i+1 > n i and V (P i ) ⊆ S n i+1 . Since P i is (p + 1)-extendable, by (a), there exists an element, say P i+1 , of E(S n i , p + 1) which extends P i .
(c) Now i< P i is an infinite extension of P which covers S n i for every i, thus which is Hamiltonian. By Lemma 3.8, this proves that P is ∞-extendable, hence that (G) p + 1. −x i ( i ) ). Obviously the set {y 0 , y 1 , y 2 } cannot be covered by a path, which implies that G is not 1-pathable. Therefore, in any case, if G is (G)-pathable, then G has at most two ends.
(b) We will decompose the graph G in the following way. Since G is locally finite and since m(G) 2m, thus is finite, by a result of Halin [3, Theorem 2] there exist two sequences (F n ) n< and (G n ) n< such that, for every n < :
• G n is a finite induced subgraph of G;
If G has two ends 0 and 1 , w.l.o.g. we can assume that G 0 separates these ends, i.e., that
. This implies that, for all n 1 and
We will use the following notations: for every non-negative integer n,
(c)Assume that m = 1. Since |F n ( )| = 1 for every end of G and every n < , there are only finitely many paths between any two vertices of G. Hence E(V (G n ), 0) is finite for every n < . The result is then a consequence of Lemma 5.5.
(d) Assume that m = 2. Since |F n ( )| = 2 for every end of G and every n 0, and since G is 2-pathable, every 1-extendable path of G that covers V (G n ), for any n 0, contains a 1-extendable path that covers V (G n ) and that is contained in G n+1 . Now G n+1 is finite by construction, hence E(V (G n ), 1) is also finite. Therefore, by Lemma 5.5, (G) 2.
(e) Assume now that m is any positive integer, and denote by 0 and 1 the ends of G, with 0 = 1 if G is one-ended. Let P be a 1-extendable path of G that covers V (G n ) for some n 1, and let i ∈ {0, 1}. We will associate with P a configuration on F n ( i ). SinceP is 1-extendable and G locally finite, w.l.o.g. we can suppose that there is at least one endpoint of P (and exactly two if G is two-ended) which belongs to C G−F n ( i ). Let I i be the set of these endpoints. For each x ∈ I i denote by a x the endpoint in F n of the ({x}, F n )-subpath of P. Then the configuration induced by P on F n ( i ), which will be denoted by P (F n ( i )), is the 1-configuration (H, a x ) or the 2-configuration(H, a x , a x ) according to whether I i = {x} or I i = {x, x }, such that V (P (F n ( i ))) = F n ( i ) and E(P (F n ( i ) )) = {{y, z} : y, z ∈ F n ( i ) ∩ V (P ) and P [y, z] is a path of C G−F n ( i ) with only y and z inF n ( i )}.
Furthermore P (F n ( 0 )) ∪ P (F n ( 1 )) will be called the configuration induced by P on F n and will be denoted by P (F n ). The number of configurations induced by 1-extendable paths covering V (G n ) on F n is at most (m) or 1 (m) 1 (m ) according to whether G is one-ended or two-ended.
(f) Note that, if P is a 1-extendable path of G which covers V (G n ) for some n 1, and if Q is an -extendable path with 1 such that Q covers V (G n ) and
is clearly an -extendable path that covers V (G n ).
(g) Finally assume that m > 2. Let P be an (G)-extendable path of G. Suppose that P is not ∞-extendable. Then P is strictly -extendable for some ordinal (G). Therefore we can easily prove that there exists an extension P of P which covers V (G 0 ) and which is strictly k-extendable, where k := (G) − 1.
We will construct a sequence n 0 , . . . , n k−1 of non-negative integers, and a sequence P 0 , . . . , P k−1 of paths of G such that, for every i < k−1, n i < n i+1 , P i is a (k−i)-extendable path of G n i+1 which covers V (G n i ) such that there exists no (k − i)-extendable extension of P i which covers V (G n i+1 ), and P i+1 is an extension of P i .
Put n 0 := 0 and P 0 := P . Let 0 i < k − 1. Suppose that n 0 , . . . , n i and P 0 , . . . , P i have already been constructed. Since P i is strictly (k − i)-extendable and covers V (G n i ), there exists a finite S ⊆ V (G) such that no extension of
As k − 1 = (m) + 1 or 1 (m) 1 (m ) + 1 according to whether G is one-ended or two-ended, there exist i, j with 1 i < j k − 1 such that P i (F n k−1 ) = P j (F n k−1 ). By (f), this proves that the path
Therefore P is ∞-extendable, which proves that (G) (G). 
Proof. Note that, for every finite S ⊆ V (G), since G − (S ∪ V ∞ (G)) is locally finite, each infinite component of this subgraph contains a ray. Hence the number of infinite components of G − (S ∪ V ∞ (G)) is at most the number of ends of G. Moreover this number is at most two if G is 2-pathable by Proposition 3.5(iii). This implies in particular that the result is clear if G has more than two ends.
(a) G is one-ended. Let P be a path of G which is (2 (G) + i)-extendable with i = 1 or 2 according to whether
, and which admits a 2 (G)-extendable extension P S that covers a finite subset S of V (G) − V (P ). In any case P S has at least an endpoint in
Case 2: There exists an (G)-extendable extension P of P S with no endpoint in V ∞ (G).
As in the first case, the spanning subgraph
(b) G is two-ended. Let P be an ( (G) + 2)-extendable path of G. Let S be finite subset of V (G) containing V ∞ (G) which separates the two ends 0 and 1 of G, i.e., C G−S ( 0 ) = C G−S ( 1 ). Let P S be an ( (G) + 1)-extendable extension of P that covers S; and let x i ∈ V (C G−S ( i )) for i = 0, 1. Then there exists an (G)-extendable extension P of P S that covers {x 0 , x 1 }. Clearly P has an endpoint in V (C G−S ( i )) for i = 0, 1. Then the spanning subgraph H : (i) Let R = x 0 , x 1 , . . . be a ray, and let y / ∈ V (R) be a new vertex. Then the graph G 0 := R ∪ n 0 y, x 2n+1 is one-ended with V ∞ (G 0 ) = {y}, and it is strictly 2-pathable, while (G 0 ) = 3.
(ii) Let R = x 0 , x 1 , . . . be a ray, and let y, z / ∈ V (R) be two new vertices. Then the graph G 1 := R ∪ n 0 y, x 2n , z is one-ended with V ∞ (G 1 ) = {y, z}, and it is strictly 3-pathable, while (G 1 ) = 4.
(iii) Let D = . . . , x −1 , x 0 , x 1 , . . . be a double ray, and let y / ∈ V (D). Then the graph G 2 := D ∪ n 0 y, x 2n is two-ended with V ∞ (G 2 ) = {y}, and it is strictly 2-pathable, while (G 2 ) = 3.
From these last two theorems and Propositions 3.5 (iv) and 4.3 (iii) we deduce the following plain answer to the problem of the existence of a Hamiltonian path in infinite almost locally finite graphs whose thickness is finite. For example let G be a one-ended locally finite graph. If m(G) = 1 (resp. m(G) = 2), then G has a Hamiltonian path if it is 1-pathable (resp. 2-pathable), i.e., if every finite subset of V (G) can be covered by a path (resp. an extendable path). If m(G) = 3 (resp. m(G) = 4), as for the graph given in Example 3.3 (resp. Example 3.4), then G has a Hamiltonian path if it is 30-pathable (resp. 175-pathable). Such an integer does not exist for the class of locally finite graphs with infinite thickness as is shown by one of the results of Rullière and Thomassé (Theorem 5.2).
6. Open problems Problem 6.1. As we already asked in Remark 3.11, are the properties "∞-pathable" and "countably path coverable" equivalent for uncountable graphs? Note that, by Corollary 3.10 and Theorem 4.7, if an uncountable graph was countably path coverable but not ∞-pathable, then it should have both infinitely many vertices of infinite degrees and infinitely many vertices of finite degrees. Problem 6.2. By Proposition 4.3 we know that the path-extendability rank of a countably infinite graph is a countable ordinal. A natural question arises: for which countably infinite graphs this ordinal is less than or equal to ? By Theorem 4.7 this property is satisfied by every graph having only finitely many vertices of finite degrees, and by Theorem 5.6 by every almost locally finite graph G whose thickness m(G) is finite; the case is different, however, if m(G) is infinite as is shown by Rullière and Thomassé's result (Theorem 5.2).
To conclude we want to point out that analogous studies can be made by restricting the concept of extension of paths in order to obtain conditions which in particular imply that a countable graph has a Hamiltonian ray originating at a given vertex or Hamiltonian double ray. For a detailed account of the results corresponding to those of this paper see [7, Sections 6 and 7] where the concepts of -pathable rooted graphs and -two-way pathable graphs are studied, and also [9] for the characterizations of the semi-randomly 2-way Hamiltonian graphs and the semi-randomly Hamiltonian graphs from a given vertex.
